
To determine the length of your penis, measure                                                                                                                                                                                
the top side of an erect penis, not the side of your                                                                                                                                                                            
testicles. Hold the  ruler  against the point where the 
shaft meets the pubic area (the  base of your penis), 
and simply bend the ruler along the shaft to the 
tip of the gland (head), and read measurement.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

To ensure that your Measurement Ruler printed correctly, and 
avoid any uncertainty when using the  printed Measurement  
ruler, please refer to step 1 . In case of printing issues, disable 
printer page scaling or refer to www.mandingocondoms.com
FAQ’s page for further information. 

To ensure you ruler has printed to the correct  size, placing
a bank card onto the illustration below. 
If the card fits then page scaling is correct.

Measurement  Ruler                                                                                                                                                      
MANDINGO®  CONDOMS

Please measure your penis properly by 
following instruction bellow:

STEP 1
.

STEP 2
Please cut out the ruler.

STEP 3

STEP 4
To determine the girth of your 
penis, you wrap  measurement 
strip one inch up from the base 
of an erect penis to find your 
suggested size.

Please note: The size determined for you is 
a suggested  size. You may want to choose 
a size(One size larger or one size smaller) 
based on your individual preference. 

ATTENTION: Please pay attention to sharp
cutting edges during the application! User 
assumes all risk of bodily injury associated
 with usage.

In case there is not a recommended condom 
size for you, please contact us for additional
assistance. 

PLACE BANK
CARD HERE
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